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Shannon estimates the entropy of the set of words in print- 
ed English as 11.82 bits per word. As this figure seems inconsistent 
with some results deduced from several encoding procedures, the 
entropy was recalculated and found to be roughly 9.8 bits per word. 
In one of his epoch-making papers, Shannon estimates the word- 
entropy of printed English as 11.82 bits per word. In obtaining this 
result, use was made of the Zipf formula, p~ -- . l /n,  relating word fre- 
quency to rank, as an approximation to the probability of the word. 
Bemer, however, using roughly the same approximation, calculates a
mean length of 10.76 bits per word for an obviously nonoptimal com- 
pression code. As no apparent error was spotted in Bemer's derivation, 
this writer was led to inspect Shannon's result more closely. 
Assuming with Shannon that Zipf's formula holds out to the n at 
which the total probability is unity, we have: 
Ar 
= 10 (I) 
n=l 
Recognizing in the left hand side of (1) a partial sum of the harmonic 
series, we can write, with Courant, 
~=l n = log N + C + E 
where C -- 0.577216 --. is Euler-Mascheroni's constant and E < 1/N 
is the error involved in the approximation. From (2) we get N = 12370 
instead of N = 8727 as Shannon finds. 
For the entropy H, expressing it in natural units, we have: 
H = --~-~ .1 .1 ~ logn 
~=ln logn=log10+'1==l  n (3) 
The summation i  the right hand side of (3) can be bounded by integrals, 
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FIe. 1. To illustrate the derivation of EQs. (4) and (5) 
in the following way (see Fig. 1): 
f NlogXdx < ~. log n 
X 3 n 
whereas 
(4) 
fz¢-I log t log_ n < dt (5) 
4 n [ 
From (4) and (5) we obtain finally: 
f log 2 ~ logn f3N-1 logt log2 log3 N log x dx A- < < - -  dt + A- (6) 
x - -2  1 n t - -2  3 
Evaluating the integrals, we have: 
44.25 < ~ log n < 44.62 
1 n 
and consequently, expressing H in bits, 
9.72 < H < 9.76 (7) 
which differs from Shannon's result by more than two bits. 
As these results rely so heavily on the Zipf's formula, which is only an 
approximation over a portion of the word frequency vs. rank curve and 
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fails particularly for very frequent words, an attempt was made to de- 
rive a better estimate of the entropy by computing it with the help of a 
word frequency table. 
As all the word frequency tables known to this writer do not cover the 
very infrequent word range, the Zipf formula will still have to be used 
as an approximation over that portion of the distribution. According 
to Miller, this can be best done when the frequency table is extracted 
from a population containing about 120,000 words. Consequently, we 
have chosen Dewey's tables, drawn over a sample of more than 100,000 
words and containing 10,119 different words as the basis for our compu- 
tation. 
The portion of the entropy corresponding to the tabulated words (the 
commonest 1027 words, representing 78.6 % of the total usage) was 
computed with the help of a digital computer and was found to be 6.775 
bits. 
For the remaining 9092 words an artificial, discrete distribution was 
constructed so that (a) it accounted for an additional 20.3% of the 
usage, (b) it followed closely Zipf's law, and (c) was consistent with the 
tabulated istribution. 
This gives an additional 3.052 bits towards the total value of the 
entropy. As the remaining 1.1% of the word frequency distributions is 
not likely to affect the total value beyond the second decimal figure we 
can safely assume H = 9.83 bits as an estimate to the entropy of words 
in printed English. 
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